Canvas Office Landscape is our largest and most agile platform of furniture products. Its breadth lets organizations express who they are while addressing all their workplace needs—from private office to open plan. Canvas is highly adaptive in performance, so it combines in many ways to help people do their work now and when it changes. And because Canvas is beautifully cohesive in design, it looks good wherever it’s used.
Design Story

In the decades following the introduction of the Action Office® System, our thinking, informed by our research into the changing nature of work, has continued to evolve. So have our solutions. Today our customers need comprehensive, versatile furniture systems to outfit the entire office, and accommodate the many different ways people work.

Canvas fulfills this need with a kit of parts that suit many needs—from private offices to group space to open layouts. The design benefits from the input of a variety of designers along the way, drawing on existing systems designed by Doug Ball and Joey Ruiter, and new designs from Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas Dodziuk of the New York firm, Consultants for Design Strategy.

Bernett and Dodziuk understood that to achieve a workable simplicity, you first have to understand complexity. “The best products anticipate and define future needs and behaviors,” says Bernett, “and ultimately promote balance, harmony, and simplification of our complicated lives.”
Industry-Leading in Scope

Canvas Office Landscape addresses work activities across the office—from individual, focused work to collaborative interactions. Whatever the nature of the work, Canvas has the platform of products to give people what they need to excel at what they do.
Highly Adaptive in Performance

We designed Canvas to be adaptive. At its core is a kit of parts that combine interchangeably, giving organizations a powerful tool to manage change. Products used in one area of the floorplate today can migrate to another tomorrow, promoting reuse.
Beautifully Cohesive in Design

Canvas lets organizations create diverse settings that share the same design language. Attention to detail, clean lines, and a unified aesthetic all contribute to an appearance that complements a mix of products in one space or across the office.
Design for the Environment
Visit hermanmiller.com/canvas-office-landscape for the latest information on Canvas’ sustainable design.
Details

- Architectural Trim
- Power Access Credenza
- Storage Cabinet
- Pari Screens
- Powered Storage
- Beam Power / Data Channel
- Floating Shelf
- Team Bridge Surface
- Glass Screen
- Architectural Foot
- Height Adjustable Leg Integration
- Side Facing Hutch